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1
1.1

Introduction
Background

The growth of highly stochastic and decentralized renewable energy (DER) sources on the
supply side and increasing number of electrical devices and introduction of electrical
vehicles at the demand side has increased the difficulty to achieve the power balance
required in the power grid. Demand Response (DR) is one of the potential solutions
available to the tackle this problem.
DR, defined by the Strategic Energy Technologies Information System (SETIS) of the
European Commission as “an intentional modification of normal consumption patterns by
end-use customers in response to incentives from grid operators” (Giodano et al., 2013), is
a mechanism for increasing the flexibility of the energy market and enabling optimal use
of networks by reducing extreme events and thereby the need for new infrastructure. The
principle behind DR is to change consumption patterns of electrical loads in response to
certain signals. (Palensky and Dietrich, 2011) choose to divide DR into Market DR and
Physical DR. Market DR deals with the provision of incentivising the change of load
consumption patterns using different market prices (Real-Time Prices, Day Ahead markets)
and transactions in electricity markets such as EEX. Physical DR ensures the grid security
and prevents emergencies through balance and removal of congestion in the grid. DR is
based either on customers’ direct actions, or it uses a more automated solution proposed
by a third party (e.g. Aggregator, Distribution System Operator (DSO)) taking action on
behalf of a customer following a predefined agreement.
Many different frameworks for DR have been proposed, e.g., for microgrids (Ming Jin et
al., 2017), residential DR using reinforcement learning (Frederick Ruelens et al., 2017), use
of thermal storage for DR (Xiao Luo et al., 2017), use of electrical vehicles and using multiagent frameworks (Zhanle Wang et al., 2017). A large proportion of these DR frameworks
are either limited to single buildings or certain types of networks (like microgrids, isolated
networks). A large proportion also do not account for the inherent limitations and
difficulty in installation and integration of the software and hardware components (ICT
infrastructure) necessary for implementing DR in real buildings, communities and regions.
Although there has been general improvement towards the installation of control devices,
communication and control protocols as well as efforts towards standardization, DR is not
yet used on a wide scale because regulatory, policy and market framework conditions still
need to be defined. Two main barriers that are standing in the way of widespread use of
DR were identified in (Giodano et al., 2013) as being:
1. The absence of clear rules for the rights and obligations of the actors having access to
the markets and for the technical validation of flexible demand response transactions
on those markets.
2. The need to gain the customer’s trust and to encourage their participation in projects
by ensuring sensible data protection, robustness of the solutions proposed (no loss of
comfort) and providing financial improvement (incentives, lower electricity prices)
without putting the customer at financial risk.
(Nicholas Good et al., 2017), highlight imperfect information, incomplete markets, the
lack of agreement on how DR is measured and remunerated, the sluggish adaptation of the
5
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markets and actors in the market (such as integration of aggregator functions and
introduction of secure, controllable devices) to changes required for the implementation
of DR at a large scale.
Sim4Blocks aims to study how to surmount these fundamental issues preventing
implementing DR for blocks of residential buildings. The project also aims to understand
and quantify the benefits achievable through the implementation of DR for blocks at
present and upon the introduction of an aggregator with a clearly defined function within
the market. Blocks of real buildings have been chosen to understand existing ICT
infrastructure barriers. The buildings will each have clearly defined use cases to study the
impact and limitations of DR on a group of thermal and electrical DERs and storages on the
market while minimising user discomfort.
Sim4Blocks’s main objectives are to specify, study and test in three pilot sites (
Figure 1), the technical, legal, social and economic characteristics that will enable
dynamic DR services to be offered by blocks of buildings, thereby describing the benefits
achievable in terms of efficiency, cost and user involvement. The focus is put on shifting
power to heat applications and the optimization of available energy vectors in buildings.
Actions toward achieving these objectives include: quantifying the reliability of bundled
flexibility of smaller buildings via pilot site monitoring schemes; combining innovative
automated modelling and optimization services with big data analytics to deliver the best
real time DR actions, including motivational user interfaces and activation programs.
Sim4Blocks will develop innovative DR services that take into account the role of pricing,
data policies, regulations, and market barriers to attain the critical mass needed to
effectively access electricity markets.

Wüstenrot: 3 Use cases

St Cugat: 3 buildings
(residential & commercial)

Heat pumps (HP), PV, solar
thermal, electricity & heat storage,
biomass boiler, low temperature
district network

Naters: 13 Buildings
(residential & commercial)

Condensing boilers, solar thermal,
micro turbines, gas fired HP,
cooling system, heat storage

HP, electrical heater, heat storage,
low temperature district network

Figure 1: The three pilot sites of the Sim4Blocks project
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1.2

Purpose of deliverable 3.1

The objective within WP3 is to set the basis of the control strategies and optimization
techniques, for the different use cases at each pilot site. Those control strategies will be
included in a software capable of providing optimal management strategies to a (building)
energy management system. They will be tested, using the models developed in WP2:
“Demand and supply analysis and prediction”, through a simulation environment before
being implemented later on in WP4 at each pilot site and evaluated in WP7: “Business
models, market access and standardisation”.
The purpose of this document is to describe how the infrastructure present on each pilot
site will be controlled to meet the objectives proper to each use case identified in Work
Package 1 (WP1): “Specification and use cases for building block DR strategies”. The
description of these “optimization strategies” includes:
1. A presentation of how the infrastructure is currently controlled (“technical
background”)
2. A description of how this current control strategy can be modified to meet the
objectives of each use case (“technical solution”)
3. A brief description of the mathematical methods used to determine the control
strategy that optimally meets the use case objective
For the sake of reading comprehension the pilot sites are discussed one after the other. A
short description of the pilot site characteristics in terms of energy system and building
infrastructures, monitoring, data collection and stakeholder role is first provided, followed
by the control strategies and optimization techniques associated to each use case.

2 St Cugat Pilot Site: optimization strategies of use cases
2.1

Technical Background

2.1.1 Energy system and Building infrastructures
The St Cugat (Spain) pilot site is formed by three adjacent building blocks situated on a 1.5
hectares plot. These four buildings comprise 192 dwellings, 32 offices and 13 commercial
premises:
Vollpelleres building with 72 flats, 32 offices and 13 commercial premises
La Clota building with 54 rented apartments for young people
Benet Cortada building with 30 apartments
Serrabogunya building with 24 apartments
The energy systems to deliver Domestic Hot Water (DHW) and Space Heating (SH) are
centralized at building block level and are the same for the La Clota, Benet Cortada and
Serrabogunya buildings. They consist of condensing boilers supported by a centralized
back-up solar thermal system as shown in Figure 2. Centralized solar collectors are
connected to the domestic hot water tank and work in parallel with the gas boiler.
Although the schematic only shows three home heat exchangers (top right), the hot water
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tank delivers the DHW to all the apartments through heat exchangers placed at the
entrance of each apartment. A heat flux meter is installed in each home exchanger to
measure the DWH and SH consumption of each apartment. Through the MBUS protocol, the
meters communicate the readings to a gateway that sends the energy consumption data to
the ENERGEA server.
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1
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6

Solar pannels temperature
Solar tank bottom temperature
Solar tank top temperature
DHW tank temperature
Inflow DHW temperature
Return DHW temperature

7
8
9

Inflow solat tank temperature
Return solar tank temperature
Inflow boiler temperature
10 Return boiler temperature
11 Inflow temperature Space Heating
12 Return temperature Space Heating

Figure 2: Schematic of the centralized energy thermal systems
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Figure 3: Thermal systems of Vollpelleres building

In the case of the Vollpelleres building (Figure 3), the system generating the SH and DHW
follows the same principle than the one presented in Figure 2 with an extra solar parabolic
trough system acting as a backup system for both the DHW and SH water tanks. Another
separate thermal energy system is used to deliver SH and Space Cooling (SC) energy to the
offices and commercial premises. This system is formed by two electrically driven heat
pumps connected to two SH and SC water tanks. The hot/cold water is delivered to the
offices through a two pipes connected to fan coils. The systems producing and storing the
thermal energy needed in the buildings are summarized below:
Volpelleres building
o 4 condensing boilers (Remeha, unit thermal power: 115 kWth)
o 30 solar thermal panels (BUDERUS SKN) with 6,000 litres of hot water
storage capacity
o 1 gas microturbine for own electricity consumption of the building
(Capstone, unit power: 65 kWe); currently out of service
9
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1 absorption cooling system for the commercial premises and offices
(Yazaki, unit thermal power: 70 kWth); currently out of service
o 2 heat pumps for cooling the commercial premises and offices (Johnson
Controls, unit thermal power: 145 kWth)
o A field of parabolic trough collectors for high temperature thermal
applications (unit thermal power: 50 kWth)
La Clota building
o 2 condensing boilers (Adisa, unit thermal power: 150 kWth)
o 1 tank of 4,500 litres for DHW
o 23 solar thermal panels to supply DHW
Benet Cortada/Serrabogunya buildings
o 4 condensing boilers (Remeha, unit thermal power: 150 kWth)
o 53 solar thermal panels (BUDERUS SKN) with a solar tank of 10,500 litres
storage capacity
o

2.1.2 Monitoring, data collection and control
In the La Clota building a smart metering infrastructure is installed to measure the
electricity consumption of each apartment (46 apartments accepted this installation). A
smart electricity meter has been installed in each dwelling. It is connected to the data
acquisition system for an automated reading of the consumption data (see Figure 2 in
appendix A1: St Cugat pilot site)
These meters will gather the electricity consumption (energy and power) with a time
interval of 10 minutes. The group of meters will be connected to a gateway through the
RS-485 port. The gateway, with a capacity to store information for a few days, reads the
information of meters and sends it via a TCP/IP connection to ENERGEA’s server.
All the energy systems are equipped with the corresponding sensors to measure the
necessary variables to perform the DR services. The detailed description of the monitoring
equipment installed in St. Cugat pilot site can be found in Annex 1 of deliverable D1.4:
“Report on technology transferability to partners’ countries”.
A scheme of the overall data flow is shown in Figure 4. As it can be seen, there is a local
database, managed by ENERGEA which stores the data coming from the energy systems’
sensors. This database is connected, through the API Restful protocol, to the BiG Data
analytics platform of CIMNE where the data processing and the optimization algorithms will
be performed. The results of these analytic processes will be returned to the local
database in the case of the indirect incentivized DR services and will be transformed into
reports, alarms and messages to be delivered to the users so that they can change their
energy consumption behaviour. In the case of the direct load control DR services, these
results will be directly returned to the control systems of the heat pumps as control
signals.
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Figure 4: Structure of the data collection, storage and processing

The two heat pumps of the Vollpalleres building are not equipped with an inverter.
Therefore, they can only act in On/Off mode. This limitation, added to the fact that they
cannot be switched on and off many times during a short period, due to durability issues,
will become the main constrains of the direct load control DR services.

2.2

DR services to be implemented at the St Cugat pilot site

The focus is on implementing DR solutions to reduce the impact these blocks of buildings
have on the electricity and gas grids. The project ambition is to demonstrate the scope for
local energy generation in buildings by means of optimization and improvement of the
match of on-site generation and demand.
Three categories of DR services (following the classification criteria defined in deliverable
D5.2: “Validation Methodology and Baseline”) will be implemented at the St Cugat pilot
site:
1. Direct load control DR services: At the St. Cugat pilot site two cases of direct load
control of DR flexibility will be tested. Both apply to the commercial office units within
the split use building of Volpelleres:
a. Direct load control of electricity use of heat pumps in Volpelleres: Air-towater heat pumps are used to provide cooling energy to office spaces in the
Volpelleres building. These heat pumps will be augmented during the
Sim4Blocks project with price information from the wholesale market as well as
weather forecast data for the current and following days. The heat pumps’
electrical use will be adjusted to run during times for which the wholesale
market spot price is lower and will be tested for their physical suitability to
provide more short-notice balancing services (e.g. Frequency Restoration
Reserve (FRR)).
11
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b. Direct load control for thermal energy from heat pumps in Volpelleres: The
previously mentionned heat pumps will be controlled, on the one hand, to
respond to wholesale electricity market prices, but on the other hand, will
balance this price-based optimization with the ability to dynamically reduce
thermal energy use based on thermostat settings, which allow for use of the
offices’ space as natural thermal storage as well as the use of weather
forecasts.
4. Indirect incentivized DR services for electricity: The site in St. Cugat will put a strong
focus on user interaction and the study of incentivized DR programs. In the La Clota
building, 46 individual residential units have been equipped with smart meters with 10
minutes interval electricity use measurements sent via the installed gateway to
ENERGEA’s server. These 46 residences will form the basis of the following services for
incentivized DR programs based on:
c. Alerts via instant-messaging services based on Real Time Pricing (RTP)
information, from the day ahead electricity market, and informational weather
forecasts.
d. Alerts via instant-messaging services helping the users to reduce total
contracted peak power based on informational weather forecasts and forecasts
of user load for the following day.
5. Indirect incentivized DR services for gas: Since all the buildings of the pilot site have
solar thermal backup systems, incentivized DR services will be implemented to enhance
the use of the solar resource and, therefore to reduce the gas consumption. The
incentivized DR services for gas will be based on:
e. Alerts via instant-messaging services based on gas price information coupled
with the reduced cost of ENERGEA’s solar thermal production and informational
weather forecasts.
f. Alerts via instant-messaging services informing the customers when it is the best
moment to use DHW since the solar tank is at maximum temperature.

2.3

Actors and roles in the use case with key characteristics

The actors of all the uses cases will be:
Energy utility (ENERGEA): Energy service provider for all the thermal uses,
domestic hot water, space heating (dwellings) and space cooling (offices), of the
four buildings. In the case of the la Clota building, the energy utility will also act as
the electricity trading company.
DR service provider: provider of the intelligence and the data analytics. The
developed algorithms will run automatically without human intervention.
Buildings’ owner (PROMUSA) and responsible of the user engagement and
interaction
In Spain there are many regulatory barriers to allow the participation of small aggregated
assets in reserve markets. Due to these regulatory markets, the direct load control DR
services and the incentivized DR services for electricity in Spain will be focused on dayahead and intraday markets.
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2.4 Use Case 1: Direct load control of the heat pumps of
Vollpalleres building
This use case consists in a Model Predictive Control (MPC) process with a price signal which
aims at optimizing the energy consumption and the electricity costs of the two heat pumps
which are delivering space heating and space cooling to 33 offices and 13 commercial
premises.

2.4.1 Control strategy
The control strategy will follow a MPC that will control the starting time of the heat pumps
as a function of the variable price of the day ahead electricity market. The constraints will
be applied over the water tank as a temperature range that will keep the indoor
temperature within the offices and the commercial spaces comfort limits.
To act over the heat pumps, a false set point temperature of the water tank will be
generated. A temperature set point temperature higher than 100 ºC would mean a signal of
ON and a termperature set point lower than 30 ºC would mean OFF.

2.4.2 Technical solution
The monitoring equipment installed in the Vollpalleres building gathers measured values
for the following variables:
Table 1: Measured variables at the Vollpalleres building, (St Cugat)
Variable measured

Number of units

Period

Electricity consumption of the heat pumps

2 heat pumps

July 2017- July 2018

Room temperature of the office

10

July 2017- July 2018

Outdoor air temperature

1

January 2017 – July 2018

Space heating inflow temperature

4

January 2017 – July 2018

Space heating energy delivered to the office

36

January 2017 – July 2018

Space cooling energy delivered to the office

36

January 2017 – July 2018

Energy delivered from the heat pumps to the water tank

1

July 2017- July 2018

As described in Figure 4, the technical communication consists in a direct communication
between the local database, the BiG Data analytics platform and the heat pump controller,
following RESTful API communication protocols.
The two heat pumps are connected to two water tanks, one for the hot water and the
other one for the cold water. The two tanks deliver hot or cold water to the fan coil units
of the offices through a two pipe water distribution system. The centralized heat pumps
never deliver heat and cold water simultaneously; therefore each water tank can be
modelled as an independent tank within its seasonal operation period.
Qh is the thermal energy production of the heat pump, corresponding to the production of
heat during the heating season or the production of cold during the cooling season, with a
variable Energy Efficiency Rate (EER) in the cooling season and a variable Coefficient Of
Performance (COP) in the heating season. This energy contribution is indirectly measured
through the electricity consumption and through the evaluation of these efficiency
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coefficients. ENERGEA has installed an electronic chip in the heat pumps that allows the
evaluation of the EER and the COP as a function of the temperatures and pressures of the
thermal cycle.
The models to be developed will aim at modelling the heat dynamics of the storage water
tank. The approach to be followed will be based on the strategy defined by (Halvgaard et
al., 2012). If the storage tank is separated from the heat pumps, the energy balance of the
tank can be defined as the following balance equation:

Q sto Q hp

Q cons

Q loss [1]

Where:

Q sto
Q hp

Actual energy in the water storage tank [kWhth]

Q cons

Thermal energy consumption due to space heating and cooling uses [kWhth]

Qloss

Lost energy due to the temperature difference between the storage tank
and the outdoors [kWhth]

Thermal energy delivered by the heat pump (heating or cooling) [kWhth]

2.4.3 Algorithm and optimization techniques
The aim of the DR algorithm of this use case is to develop an economic MPC of the two
heat pumps and the two water tanks of the Vollpalleres building. It is proposed to
integrate a price-sensitive control to enable the storage tanks to serve a smart energy
system capable of activating the heat pumps in periods with cheap electricity without
affecting the optimal indoor comfort of the offices and of the commercial premises. The
flexibility of this MPC will be added through the setup of a comfort range fixed by the
temperature variation of the water tank.
The space heating and cold power consumption 𝑄̂̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 is an estimated input (forecasted).
The transition from energy consumption 𝑄̂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 (in kWh) to thermal power 𝑄̂̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 (in kW) can
be made by dividing the values estimated for 𝑄̂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 by one hour, the time step selected.
The heating/cooling element input power 𝑄̇ℎ𝑝 is indirectly controllable and will be
minimized in function of the electricity market price. The losses of the tank Qloss are
modelled as proportional to the temperature difference between the internal tank
temperature and the ambient temperature. The actual energy in the storage tanks Qsto
cannot be physically measured, however it is assumed to be dependent on the measured
tank temperatures. Since two temperatures are measured, they will be combined to
represent an ideally mixed volume with homogeneous storage tank temperature Tsto
proportional to the stored energy. The heat dynamics of the tanks, in kWth, can be
described as a one state first order differential equation:

C sto

dTsto
dt

Q hp

Q̂ cons

U sto A sto (Tsto T̂a )

[2]
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Where:

C sto
Tsto

Thermal capacity of the water storage tank [J/K]

Q hp

Heating/cooling element input thermal power [kWth]

Homogeneous tank temperature [K]

Q̂ cons Estimated SH and cold power consumption [kWth]

U sto

Overall heat transfer coefficient U of the storage tank [W/(m2K)]

A sto

Contact area of the storage tank [m2]

T̂a

Estimated external temperature [K]

Two approaches will be followed to forecast this energy consumption based on a literature
review presented in appendix 8.1:
Grey box modelling approach: Based on historical data and indoor temperature
measurements, the space heating/cooling consumption is modelled following the
methodology described in deliverable D2.3: “Building thermal prediction and
comparison of different modelling approaches / thermal demand models”.
Statistical learning approach: For this approach, 𝑄̂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠,𝑡 is the aggregated space
heating or cooling load of all the offices of the Volpalleres building. Based on historical
consumption time series and multiple exogenous variables, such as outdoor
temperature, wind speed or solar radiation, the consumption is modelled using a
Generalized Additive Model (GAM), developed by (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2001)
(see section 8.1.2. in appendix A1: St Cugat pilot site). This method provides a useful
extension of linear models, making them more flexible to non-linear effects while still
retaining much of their interpretation. GAM allows to consider various exogenous
variables as inputs for the prediction. The GAM procedure for the aggregated energy
consumption of the offices is presented as follows. Let 𝑄̂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠,𝑡 denote the energy
consumption (heating or cooling) of the offices and xt denote a vector of exogenous
variables at time t. The statistical model equation is:

Q̂ cons, t

f1 x day,hour, t

f 2 x temperature_ewma, t

f 3 x GHI_ewma, t

f 4 x wind_ewma, t
[3]

f 5 x temperature_lag1, t
Where:
𝑋𝑑𝑎𝑦ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟,𝑡
𝑋𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑒𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑡
𝑋𝐺𝐻𝐼_𝑒𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑡
𝑋𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑_𝑒𝑤𝑚𝑎,𝑡
𝑋𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑙𝑎𝑔1,𝑡
𝑋𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒,𝑡

f 6 x temperature, t

f 7 x Ceff3, t

f 8 x weekhour, t

Categorical variable representing the hour of the day [-]
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) temperature
over the last 24h [ºC]
EWMA of Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) over the last 24h
[Wh/m2]
EWMA wind velocity over the last 24h [m/s]
Lagged (1h) outdoor temperature [ºC]
Outdoor temperature [ºC]
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𝑋𝐶𝑒𝑓𝑓3,𝑡
𝑋𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟,𝑡
f1 , f 2 ,…, f 8

effective heat capacitance in a moving window of 3 hours,
calculated as the ration between energy consumption and
temperature [Wh/ºC]
Categorical variable representing the day of the week [-]
spline functions associated to the respective exogenous
variables

Some tests were made with hourly electricity consumption time series from an office
building located in Madrid. Figure 5 shows the validation results for the third week of
March 2016. As seen, the prediction has a high accuracy with an adjusted R-squared value
of 0.953. The GAM model was trained with 30 weeks of real data. Figure 6 depicts the
validation results for a week in mid-July 2016. Although the consumption range is
absolutely different, 75-160 kWh in March and 75-375 kWh in July, the adjusted R-squared
maintains relatively high values (0.942), so the model seems well-trained for all seasons.
This is an important factor for Sim4Blocks, because the thermal demand of the offices will
be mainly affected by the weather conditions.
Additionally, the GAM model produces an important output for the interpretability of the
building characteristics. These are the estimated functions which determine the
affectation to the consumption for each of the selected predictors in the training phase.
The results of these functions are depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 5: One-week consumption forecasting in March 2016. The black line shows the real consumption time
series, the blue line represents the mean of the forecasted time series and the coloured bandwidths represent
the interval of confidence of the prediction. The green colour represents the low consumption range, the
yellow colour represents the average consumption range and the red colour represents the high level

Figure 6: One-week consumption forecasting in July 2016. The black line shows the real consumption time
series, the blue line represents the mean of the forecasted time series and the coloured bandwidths represent
the interval of confidence of the prediction. The green colour represents the low consumption range, the
yellow colour represents the average consumption range and the red colour represents the high level
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Figure 7: Estimated functions for significant predictors

It can be seen that many of the features have a nonlinear effect against the electricity
consumption. For example, the outdoor temperature factor increases the consumption for
temperatures above 25 ºC and decreases it for temperatures below this threshold.
Model parameter estimation
The R package CTSM-R (CTSM-R - Continuous Time Stochastic Modelling for R, 2015) is
used to estimate the unknown parameters of the two continuous discrete stochastic state
space models. The models consist of a set of stochastic differential equations describing
the dynamics of a system in continuous time and a set of algebraic equations describing
how measurements are obtained at discrete time instants.
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These stochastic equations are derived from equation [2] shown below:

d Tsto, t

C sto

dt

Q hp

Q̂ cons

U sto A sto (Tsto, t

T̂a )

t

d

t

[4]

And the noise-compensated measurement equation:

Tsto, t Tsto, measured, t

[5]

measured, t

Where 𝜎𝑡 𝑑𝜔𝑡 is the diffusion or noise terms of the grey box models driven by Brownian
motion (e.g. input errors, model deficiencies etc.) and 𝜀𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑡 is the Gaussian white
noise terms due to the lack of accuracy of the monitoring equipment. The models include
the diffusion term to account for random effects, but otherwise it is structurally similar to
ordinary differential equations. Therefore conventional modelling principles can be applied
to set up the model structure. Given the model structure, any unknown model parameters
can be estimated from data, including the parameters of the diffusion term. The
parameter estimation method is a Maximum Likelihood (ML) method and a Maximum A
Posteriori (MAP) method.
Equation [4] can be rewritten in matrix form as a linear state space model formed by two
equations. The system equation is the following:

dTsto t 1

A Tsto t

Bu u t

Bw w t

C Tsto t

e2 , t

dt e1, t [6]

and the observation equation:

Tsto t 1

[7]

Where:

u

Qhp

The deterministic input vector

w

Qˆ cons , Tˆa

The vector containing the forecasted disturbances

A, Bu , Bw , C
e1, t , e2, t

The parameters matrices with suitable dimensions
The vectors of stochastic errors

Traditionally the heating/cooling systems in a storage tank are controlled by a thermostat
that is either on or off and keeps the temperature close to a temperature set point in a
hysteresis loop. In this use case, the constraints on the tank temperature are further
supplemented by an additional constraint on the power consumption. In order to fix these
temperature constraints a set of experiments aiming at checking the variation of the
indoor temperature as a function of the tank and inflow temperatures will be performed in
September 2017 and in January 2018. In this way, the flexibility of the MPC controller is
fixed by the temperature bounds.
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Adding a price signal to the objective will then not only try to minimize the power
consumption, but also the electricity costs. So the finite static MPC optimization problem
to be solved at every sampling time 𝑡 is:

minimize

t N -1

c k Pk dt

k 1 , 24

k t

s.t.

Tk

1

A Tk

yk

C Tk

Pk

uk
COPk

Bu u k Bw w k

0 Q cons, k 150
60

Tk 95

[8]

kW
C

Where:
ck
Pk

dt

Electricity price in the day ahead market, [CHF/kWh]
Electric power consumed by the heat pump, [kWe]
Time step, [h]

The heat pump does not have an inverter, therefore, it can only work in On/Off mode. The
only variable to be optimized in equation [8] is the running time of the heat pump. Two
methods will be tested for the optimization of the HP running time as a function of the
day-ahead market price:
1. An exact optimization method following mixed linear programming optimization: Since
the DR services will be near real-time, an evaluation of the computational cost of this
method will be performed.
2. An approximate heuristic method: Genetic Algorithms will be used to minimize the
electricity cost.

2.5

Use Case 2: Indirect incentivized DR services for electricity

This use case consists in a set of DR services based on delivering tips, alarms and
awareness reports to the customers of the la Clota building with smart meters installed in
their apartment.
The optimization strategy to be implemented in this use case will not be an automatic one.
In this use case, the users will be the responsible of optimizing their energy loads based on
the information they receive about the day ahead electricity market price, their
forecasted energy load, and a proposed optimal daily energy profile estimated through the
user behavioural models described in D.2.2.
A detailed description of the data-driven forecasting methods and the machine learning
techniques which are being developed to support these DR services is found in deliverables
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D2.2: “User behavioural analysis models” and D2.3: “Building thermal prediction and
comparison of different modelling approaches / thermal demand models”.

2.6

Use Case 2: Indirect incentivized DR services for gas

This use case consists in a set of DR services based on delivering tips, alarms and
awareness reports to the customers of la Clota and Serra Bogunyà buildings with
centralized solar thermal systems which are delivering hot water for domestic hot water
(DHW) uses.
The optimization strategy to be implemented in this use case will not be an automatic one.
In this use case, the users will be the responsible of optimizing their DHW loads based on
the information they receive about the estimated temperature of the centralized solar
water tanks for the next 24 h.
A detailed description of the data-driven forecasting methods and the machine learning
techniques which are being developed to support these DR services is found in deliverable
D2.3: “Building thermal prediction and comparison of different modelling
approaches/thermal demand models”.
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3 Wüstenrot Pilot Site: optimization strategies of use cases
3.1

Technical Background

3.1.1 Energy system and Building infrastructures

Figure 8: Location of Wüstenrot in Germany (Source: map by NordNordWest under Creative Commons by-sa3.0de licence)

With a size of 3,000 hectares and 6,500 inhabitants, Wüstenrot is representative of many
small municipalities in Germany and Europe. Wüstenrot has the ambitious plan to become
energetically independent by 2020 and to satisfy its entire energy demand (thermal and
electrical) using renewable energy. Several of the technical implementations required
towards this goal were already realized in the past years such as energy efficiency
measures on the municipality buildings and infrastructure and the implementation of
biomass heating plants, geothermal heat pumps, PV-systems for electricity generation and
solar thermal systems for heating energy supply. The ambitious goal of more than 100% net
renewable energy generation for both heating and electricity will strongly affect the
stability of the electricity grid. Demand response in building applications can help to
reduce peak power already within the low voltage distribution grids, which minimizes the
impact on the medium and the high voltage transmission grids and on the transformer
stations. On the other hand, on days with low solar irradiation, the demand side
management systems can also offer negative or positive controlling power for the
transmission grid.
In Wüstenrot, two sites in different quarters are involved in Sim4Blocks. In the first site,
the focus is on a local heat network driven by two woodchip-fired biomass boilers and a
solar thermal heating system that will be supplemented by a 150 kWe power to heat
system. The thermal network serves a group of public buildings (city hall, communal
building yard, fire brigade, German Red Cross) and some private single family buildings
with an overall heat demand of 300 kWth.
The second site is the plus energy district “Vordere Viehweide”. Here the building plots
were sold to the owners with clearly defined restrictions regarding building efficiency
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standard “KFW 55” (KWF Bank aus Verantwortung, n.d.) heating systems (HPs combined
with thermal buffer storages, connected to the cold district heating grid) and PV-Systems.
The building owners will pay a fixed “flat rate” price for low-exergy heating energy they
use from the Low Temperature (LT) heating network (€ per installed kWe of electrical heat
pump power). Out of those buildings, six are monitored in detail and will have a local
energy management system developed by ENISYST. The “enisyst controller” is connected
to a simulation environment in a cloud-based Virtual Machine (VM) where the monitoring
data are written in a SQL database (Figure 9).
Forecast
(Solar Radiation, Temperature)

Firewall

Ethernet

Internet
Processing
SQL
Database

Simulation

Optimization

Virtual Machine

Sim4Blocks Controller
(Wüstenrot)
Figure 9: Data processing (Wüstenrot)

3.1.2 Current control system
The controller is connected to the manufacturer’s heat pump control, which controls the
heat pump, the heating circuit, and the DHW supply, as well as to the thermal buffer
storages and to the battery storage (Figure 10). Optimized control strategies, based on
weather forecasts and historical data are delivered from the cloud-based VM to the
controller. Optimization is also carried out for an aggregated operation on a cluster level
on the same VM. The local controller works as an interface between the optimization
algorithms in the VM and each building system.
On a single building level, the local controller is able to carry out the combined operation
of all relevant building systems by its own. If the minimum criteria (e.g. comfort) are not
met by the signals from the cloud-based virtual machine, the local controller overrules
them and switches to local operation providing a system failure backup.
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Control Algorithms
and Strategies

+

Sim4Blocks Controller
(Wüstenrot)

-
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Controller
Thermal
Storage
Heating
Circuit

Hot Water

Figure 10: Control schematic on building level (Wüstenrot)

3.2

Optimization goals for the use case at Wüstenrot pilot site

Within Sim4Blocks, in Wüstenrot several control and optimization strategies are realized
and assessed. The first control strategy is the basic operation which means that the buffer
storages and the building are heated to predefined temperatures (e.g. 20 °C room
temperature, 45 °C DHW storage, 35 °C SH storage) with a fixed hysteresis.
The first goal for an optimized operation is the increase of self-consumption. For
residential buildings and small PV systems this is the most suitable use case for endcustomers in Germany because of fixed price feed-in tariffs where the feed-in tariff is
lower than the electricity price. Therefore, the heat pump operation is scheduled
according to predicted PV yield and heating demand using an overload of the thermal
storages and building as well as a restriction of operation. Different battery storage
charging strategies according to yield and demand (delayed charging, slower charging
power, peak shaving, etc.) are also implemented.
The second goal is the utilization of the thermal and battery storage to shift the demand
of grid electricity or the grid infeed. This DR application enables participation in spot
market trade (selling energy to the highest market price). By this, end customers could
profit from flexible heat pump tariffs linked to the daily electricity price fluctuations. The
direct marketing approach for generated PV energy is suitable for operators of very old
(>20 years) and larger PV-plants (>100 kWp).
The third goal is maximizing flexibility potential. This is done by minimizing the amount
of stored energy as well as by maximizing the demand within certain timespans (loading of
thermal and electrical storages as well as increasing the building temperature) according
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to prediction. This DR approach is suitable for participating in power markets (e.g.
automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves aFRR) which are, compared to energy markets
(spot market) more difficult to participate in, but show potential which has barely been
tapped, when considered for combined building, HP and PV operations.
With the exception of the self-consumption optimization, as shown in Figure 11, an
aggregated approach on cluster level is part of the research to meet the necessary
requirements (runtime, positive and negative amount of available power). This will address
the heat pump’s minimum runtime of approximately 10 minutes by decreasing the power
consumption of other systems. It will also make it possible to offer an aggregated DR
potential, which either has a higher DR power output/consumption and/or longer
runtimes.

PV-System,
Battery Storage

Heat pump and
thermal buffer storage

Electric grid

Cold district
heating Network
Control at
building level
Control at
cluster level
Figure 11: Aggregated control scheme on cluster level (Wüstenrot)

3.3

Use Case 1: Vordere Viehweide

The first site is the plus energy district “Vordere Viehweide” (
Figure 12). There, building plots were sold to the owners with clearly defined targets
regarding building efficiency, standard heating systems (HP combined with thermal buffer
storages, connected to a “cold” heating network with a low depth geothermal heat source
grid) and PV-systems (every owner had to install a PV-system of sufficient size in order to
reach the plus energy status on a yearly balance). In addition, six buildings are equipped
with battery storages of 5 kWh capacity each.
The stakeholders involved are:
Residential building owners
Electricity provider (EMW / Stadtwerke Schwäbisch Hall)
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Municipality of Wüstenrot, operating the heating grid
Details:
• Heat pumps for domestic hot 25 Plus-energy house
water and space heating
• Hot water storages
• Passive cooling in summer
• 7 – 10 kWp PV-systems
• 6 Batteries, 5 kWh each
Hydraulic control station
• Intelligent load and storage
management

Agrothermal collector

Cold water heating network
- Low temperature heat source for HP
- Direct cooling of buildings in Summer
Possible inclusion of heat rejection of super
market chillers (2 x 110 kW air coolers )
Figure 12: LT heating network in the plus-energy neighbourhood ‘Vordere Viehweide’, Wüstenrot

3.3.1 Control strategy
To increase the flexibility of the installed heat pumps for DR services within Sim4Blocks,
ENISYST will extend the control system by active control of the room temperature in as
many buildings as possible (owners need to agree). Furthermore, a user interface for the
building owners (developed in WP6: “User-driven energy management strategies”) will be
implemented to inform them about the needs from the electricity grid and to ask them to
allow the automated control to vary their room temperature within a certain comfort band
during specific time periods. Additional information will also help the building owners to
adapt their energy consumption to fit better with the needs from the electricity grid and
the availability of solar energy.

3.3.2 Technical solution
The owners had a free choice regarding the system components manufacturers for their
energy system. This made the installation of monitoring equipment quite difficult, as each
building system is different.
The neighbourhood’s heat pump electricity profiles can be optimized for the day-ahead
market. Control strategies are provided by a cloud-based system implemented by HFT. The
construction of the new LT district heating and cooling system and the development and
installation of the cloud and local based control system have been performed within a
previous nationally funded research project.
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The heat pumps are also equipped with direct heating elements, which could provide
negative DR without minimal time restrictions (the heat pumps have a minimum runtime of
approximately 10 minutes). In addition, the available DR power and runtime is larger when
using direct heating elements in a clear exchange against efficiency (heat pumps require
more than four times less electricity for the same amount of thermal power). When using
heat pumps, starting from thermal buffer storages and buildings at heating activation setpoint temperature (20 °C building with 2 K hysteresis, 35°C buffer storage for space
heating and 45 °C buffer storage for DHW with 5 K hysteresis each) the negative overall DR
potential is 16,6 kWe with a maximum runtime of 114 minutes. Overheating the buffer
storages by the same temperature span will double the runtime. This implies in turn that
the maximum runtime is limited by the building that reaches at first the maximum
temperature. When only utilizing the heat pumps’ direct heating elements, the overall DR
potential increases to 48,8 kWe due to the energy conversion factor of nearly 1:1 from
electricity to heat. Because of that, the maximum runtime also increases to 155 minutes.
The runtime is mostly dependent on building mass (thermal capacity). Loading the storages
and buildings to higher temperatures would increase the runtime, but would lead to a
decreased efficiency in the thermal storages due to lower COP of heat pumps and thermal
losses. The detailed potentials of building level are shown in Table 5, section 8.2.1, and
Table 6, section 8.2.2 of appendix A2: Wüstenrot pilot site.
In terms of the buildings’ photovoltaic systems and the battery storages, the assumption is
made, that the battery storages can be used to reduce PV (negative DR) infeed and to shift
PV energy (positive DR). In addition, the PV-systems could provide positive DR. The DR
potential of the combined PV and battery storage systems is shown in Table 6. There, the
overall maximum PV power output is 77,1 kWp, the shiftable amount of energy is 30 kWh
and the infeed power of the battery storages, that is equivalent to the reduction of PV
infeed when charging the batteries by PV, is 30 kWe over a time span of 60 min.

3.3.3 Algorithm and optimization techniques
The buildings are represented by dynamic building models in the simulation environment
INSEL, running in the virtual machine (for more details see deliverable D2.3: “Building
thermal prediction and comparison of different modelling approaches/thermal demand
models”). Those dynamic building models are coupled with detailed models of energy
conversion systems (e.g. HP, PV-system, etc.). The household electricity and DHW demand
forecast is derived from measured data using self-learning algorithms. The meteorological
forecast (ambient temperature, global radiation) comes from a commercial provider. The
whole model is coupled via a python script to the database that contains the monitoring
and weather forecast data. An overview over the embedded optimization process is given
in Figure 13.
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Weather forecast:
Temperature, Irradiation

Firewall

Ethernet

Internet
SQL

Database access

Local energy manager

Exchange of monitoring
data and control signals

Python

Optimization

INSEL: Prediction
by dynamic model
Building systems

Cloud based virtual machine
Restricted access

Figure 13: Optimization and control on building level

The optimization approach foreseen for the Wüstenrot pilot site is based on simulation
using heuristic algorithms. Heuristic algorithms have the advantage that they have short
execution times. Their disadvantage is that they are not able to find the exact solution for
the global optimum because they do not offer infinite function calls, which would require
an infinite computation time. Thus, the algorithm limits the search space. Taking into
account the limited prediction accuracy this is reasonable. By using a heuristic algorithm,
scheduling of system operations is reduced from a global optimization problem to
simplified smaller decision problems (Widmann, Lödige, Toradmal, & Thomas, 2017).
A distinction is made between heuristic and meta-heuristic algorithms. Thereby metaheuristics are algorithms that “guide” the search process (Peña, 2015):
Heuristic
Constructive algorithms (greedy). Those algorithms generate solutions from
scratch by adding components until the solution is complete. Thereby a greedy
algorithm works in phases. At each phase the best result is taken, without regard
for future consequences.
Local search algorithms. Those are iterative algorithms that start from some initial
solution, explore the neighbourhood of the current solution and replace the current
solution by a better solution. Thereby different procedures are possible depending
on choice criteria and termination criteria like stochastic (random choice) or hill
climbing which only permit moves to neighbours that show an improvement.
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Meta-heuristic
Trajectory methods: Describe a trajectory in the search space during the search
process
o Variable Neighbourhood Search
o Iterated Local Search
o Simulated Annealing
o Tabu Search
Population-based: Perform search processes which describe the evolution of a set
of points in the search space
o Genetic Algorithms
o Evolutionary computation
o Ant Colony
o Particle Swarm Optimization
Various population-based optimization algorithms have been applied for Heating
Ventilation and Cooling (HVAC) system optimization. Thereby genetic algorithms and
evolutionary algorithms are suitable for global search, however, the convergence rate is
lower in comparison with other algorithms. Particle swarm optimization algorithms are
strong in the local search optimization process and therefore the search process is slower
compared to genetic algorithms. Ant colony algorithms are capable to do a global search
and have a better convergence rate than genetic algorithms on the local search process.
Genetic algorithms are mainly utilized when a problem does not require an absolute
solution. In some cases, Genetic algorithms were also combined with artificial neural
networks. In that case artificial neural networks were used for modelling purposes due to
their capability to model complex non-linear system, whereas genetic algorithms were
applied to find a global optimum (Ahmad, Mourshed, Yuce, & Rezgui, 2016).
For the initialization of the optimization process all relevant data (ambient, indoor and
buffer storage temperature, charging status of battery storage) are used as starting
parameters for the simulation model. Different operation modes are defined for the heat
pump and the battery storage (normal operation according to set points, undercooling and
overheating of the thermal storages to certain set points, charging delay of the battery
storage). The control manipulates the set point temperatures of thermal buffer storages
(for space heating and DWH) which allows temperature levels to be in- and decreased in
comparison to standard levels. In our case standard set point temperatures would be 35 °C
for space heating and 45 °C for DHW. In the optimized case, temperatures are e.g.
increased by 5 K or decreased by 2 K. In addition also an in- or decrease of the room set
point temperature (normally 20 °C) is included by means of +2 K and -1 K. Regarding the
battery storage, different operation modes (charge and delay, decreased charging power)
are included in the optimization. Depending on the optimization goal, the target value is
e.g. the minimization of the daily electricity price that has to be paid. Depending on the
sort of DR application this could mean only an optimized self-consumption, a participation
in spot market trade with the generated PV-electricity or also an inclusion of aFRR
activation calls.
It was decided to use genetic algorithms because they are more suited for global search
whereas e.g. particle swarm optimization has a strong ability in local search. With complex
HVAC systems, stochastic problems can be optimized in a shorter time with better quality
results by using genetic algorithms. This is underlined by the fact, that many of the studies
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with the aim to solve HVAC related optimization problems rely on evolutionary and genetic
algorithms. (Ahmad et al., 2016)
A reduction of the number of population elements and varying the mutation probability
and the crossover probability can lead to a reduction of calculation runs by approximately
50% while retaining a good forecast quality (Casellato, 2015). (Widmann et al., 2017) has
shown for a similar optimization goal, that a limited number of simulation runs can be
sufficient to find a nearby optimum which is justified by the fact that forecast inaccuracy
always brings an uncertainty and therefore an absolute optimum that applies to the
following day cannot be determined.
So far the utilized models, especially the building model are of high detail that requires an
appropriate computational demand. In future simplifications on the model level (lesser
complex geometry / single zone models) and possibly RC models will be tested regarding
the impact on calculation time and on thermal demand prediction accuracy.
The aim for a 24 hours in advance optimization thereby is to have a computation time
between 30 and 60 minutes or less.

Figure 14: Flow chart of a genetic algorithm optimization

The optimization will be carried out based on the adjusted genetic algorithm that is shown
in Figure 14. A more detailed description of the genetic optimization process can be found
in appendix 8.2.3. Figure 15 shows a daily operation schedule based on the utilization of
that algorithm on an hourly basis. Thereby a 24h initialization phase is used. In real
operation, the starting parameters will be real time monitoring data that will make the
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initialization phase not necessary anymore. Also it is planned to have optimization
intervals of 10 minutes.

Figure 15: Optimized demand utilizing a genetic algorithm

3.4

Use Case 2: Weihenbronn

For this site, the focus is on DR services by a local heat network driven by a biomass boiler,
solar thermal collectors and a 150 kWe power to heat system. The heat network serves five
private residential buildings and a group of public buildings (city hall, communal building
yard, fire brigade, German Red Cross) with an overall heat demand of 300 kWth.
The stakeholders involved are:
Residential building owners
Energy provider (EMW / Stadtwerke Schwäbisch Hall)
Municipality of Wüstenrot
Company operating the heating network (UBP Consulting GmbH & Co. KG)
Existing buildings (residential and public) are retrofitted (district heating instead of oil
boilers) and connected to a small district heating network. The inhabitants, mostly
families (residential buildings), and the municipality (public buildings) are the building
owners. The microgrid, the central biomass heating plant and the central solar thermal
collector are operated by UBP Consulting GmbH & Co. KG. The owners have a free choice
of the electricity provider. Most of the buildings contract the local utility company, EMW
(Energieversorgung Mainhard Wüstenrot which cooperates with Stadtwerke Schwäbisch
Hall) for their electricity.

3.4.1 Control strategy
The internal air temperature in parts of the town hall will be actively controlled and varied
within a certain band of comfort to increase the heat stored within the thermal mass. This
augmented form of thermal energy storage can significantly increase the flexibility of
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thermal energy use. This flexibility can be used to reduce peak loads in the thermal
network and to offer a higher potential for DR of the power-to-heat system.

3.4.2 Technical solution
For DR applications, a direct heating element will be installed in the existing 9 m³ thermal
buffer storage close to the central heating plant. Assuming a hysteresis of 20 °C this would
allow a negative DR Potential of 150 kWe over 84 minutes (Table 2).
Table 2: DR potential (Wüstenrot Use Case 1)
Power to Heat system Weihenbronn
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

150
0
83,6

To actively use the building thermal storage capacity, a user interface for the people
working at the town hall will be developed to inform them about the needs from the
electricity grid and ask them to allow their room temperature to be varied within a certain
comfort band during specific time periods. To implement the power-to-heat system for DR,
several measurement points are required to enlarge the actual monitoring system (), in
order to interface with the actual heating plant and thermal network control.

Figure 16: Measurement points to be installed at the biomass and solar driven heating network (Weihenbronn)
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3.4.3 Algorithm and optimization techniques
The heating, electricity and DHW demand forecast is derived from measured data using
various algorithms. The meteorological forecast (ambient temperature, global radiation)
comes from a commercial provider.
Both, simple and more advanced approaches are applied, including average consumption of
the latest measured same weekdays and self-learning neural networks. One option is to
implement black box self-learning algorithms on which the data driven models developed
by CIMNE are based (see also deliverable 2.4 coupling of energy supply models with
building demand models).
With that input data, the flexibility potential of the central buffer storage and the solar
thermal yield is determined.
For optimization it is planned to utilize the genetic algorithm described in Use Case 1.
Genetic algorithms also have shown a good combination possibility with data driven (ANN)
forecast models. This was proven in within various studies focusing on HVAC system
optimization in that context. (Ahmad et al., 2016)

3.5 Use case 3: Management of blocks of buildings at municipal
level
Additionally, to the site-specific DR activities, different types of buildings with the
potential to shift their electricity demand will also be activated automatically. The
implementation of smart meters will also help the users to shift their real energy
consumption. The app from the Stadtwerke Schwäbisch Hall will help in this case. The
clients involved will be private households with e.g. electricity-based heating systems,
communal buildings like the school in Wüstenrot centre with a PV system and a 30 kWh
battery, and commercial properties (figure 17).

Solar panel

Battery
Liacon, 30
50 kWh
kWh

Figure 17: School buildings with sports hall, PV system and 30 kWh battery
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3.5.1 Control strategy
Stadtwerke Schwäbisch Hall will design and offer flexible electricity tariffs to customers
with a high potential for contributing to distribution and grid balancing in this way. A 3Dmodel of the entire Wüstenrot distribution grid and its buildings will be used to identify
these customers, and allow quantification of the potential demand and savings from such
demand shifting. Users can easily activate their electrical devices with an interface, which
will be developed in WP6: “User-driven energy management strategies”. It will provide
information on electricity price development and tips for the users to reduce electricity
costs.

3.5.2 Technical solution
Within the third use case one measure is the installation of a 30 kWh battery storage in a
school building (‘Georg Kropp School’). This storage will provide negative and positive DR.
Therefore, the storage would be kept in a 50% charge level to either fulfil positive or
negative DR activation calls. Following this strategy, it would result in a DR potential of +/30kWe over 30 minutes (Table 3).
Table 3: Negative and positive DR potential Wüstenrot Use Case 3

Battery storage school building
Negative DR
max. power [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [kW] [min]

30
0
30

Positive DR
max. power [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [kW] [min]

30
0
30

Within the ongoing project, it is planned to add up to 10 additional relevant private and/or
public buildings, which show a significant potential for DR applications and outfit them
with the necessary hardware to participate in automated or user driven DR operations.

3.5.3 Algorithm and optimization techniques
No detailed optimization approach focusing on the single residential building level are
planned within this use case. It is planned to communicate variations in electricity prices
and/or the need of a grid stabilizing behaviour (switchable customer) to the users via user
interfaces (app) provided by Statdwerke Schwäbisch Hall. The users will then have the
option to manually activate their devices and profit from the tariffs.
Regarding the installed 30 kWh battery storage in the ‘Georg Kropp’ school building, the
optimization will be realized similar to the approach described in section 3.3.3. The
optimization will then solely focus on charging strategies of the battery storage (shift of
charging / discharging time, lowered charge rate), together with the predicted PV yield
and self-consumption without the inclusion of power to heat applications.
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4 Naters pilot site: optimization strategies of use cases
4.1

Technical Background

4.1.1 Energy systems and building infrastructures
The Naters pilot site, located in Valais (Switzerland) is composed of 13 residential multifamily buildings connected to a centralized low temperature heating network. It
represents 178 residential units and around 440 inhabitants. The size of the buildings range
from 4 up to 36 residential units per building with an average of 2.5 inhabitants per
residential unit. One of the buildings’ ground floor is commercial. The buildings’
construction years range from 1919 to 2010, and thus their envelopes have different
thermal efficiencies. Aggregated nominal heating/DHW is 840 kWth for the pilot site which
corresponds to a yearly heat demand of 2 GWh. The heat is supplied to the apartments
either by floor heating systems or by radiators. A schematic of the Naters pilot site energy
system is presented in Figure 29, section 8.3.1 of appendix A3: Naters pilot site.
The thermal energy system is composed of two low depth (20 m) geothermal extractions
probes, three re-injection geothermal probes, a LT heating network powered by two
circulation pumps (redundant) of 30 kWe each and 15 heat pumps. The cold source of the
heat pumps is the LT network connected to the geothermal probes through a heat
exchanger of 955 kWth at full load. In summer this system can also be used for free-cooling
in some buildings. The extraction and injection temperatures of the aquifer are
respectively 8 - 4 °C in winter and 12 - 8 °C in summer, with very low intra-seasonal
variation. The temperatures of the LT network are the same but shifted by a ΔT of about
one Kelvin. Table 4 summarizes the production/ consumption power as well as the storage
capacity of the different buildings participating to the project (12 buildings out of 13).
Table 4: Specifications of the building characteristics, consumption and storage for the Naters pilot site
Th. Power
[kWth]
Heat
distribution

Storage [m3]

El. Power (cons.) [kWe]
HP
El. Heater
[H35°C / DHW55°C]
0 / 12.1
10
7.8 / 0
2 x 10

Surface [m2]

Heating

Heating

DHW

Residential Floor heating

3,600

40
40

0
2

2.0
0

2,660

94 (2x st.)

1.5

1.5 + 1.5

17.4

/

25.2

2x9

1,995

77 (2x st.)

1.5

1.0 + 1.5

14.2

/

21.1

2x9

2011-2015

Residential Floor heating
Residential/
Floor heating
Commercial
Residential Floor heating

1,610

77 (2x st.)

1.5

1.0 + 1.5

14.2

/

21.1

2x9

2011-2015

Residential Floor heating

1,610

77 (2x st.)

1.5

1.0 + 1.5

14.2

/

21.1

2x9

B6

1971-1980
(2005)

Residential

Radiators

3,300

1.75

1.5 + 1.5

18.7

/

26.8

18.6

/

24.3

B7

1986-1990

Residential

Radiators

4,000

124 (2x st.)

1

1.0 + 1.0

28

/

34.9

2 x 10

B8

1961-1970

Residential

Radiators

600

28

0.48

0.8

4.3

/

6.8

6.7

<1919 (2000) Residential

ID

Const. Year

B1

2015

B2

2011-2015

B3

2011-2015

B4
B5

B9

Use

108 (2x st.)
105 (2x st.)

2 x 15

Radiators

390

26

0.48

0.6

4.3

/

6.8

5

B10

1961-1970

Residential

Radiators

400

21

0.48

0.4

3.1

/

5.7

4

B11
B12

1961-1970
1961-1970

Residential
Residential

Radiators
Radiators

400
400

22
22

0.48
0.48

0.4
0.4

3.1
3.1

/
/

5.7
5.7

4
4

Total
Total
controllable

20,965

861

13.15

20.1

9,090

412

6.15

7.6

151.4 / 217.3
63 / 93.9

175.7
83.7
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Each building is equipped with one or two single-stage or two-stage heat pumps, a buffer
tank for space heating and one or two storage tanks (in series) for DHW. For sanitary
reasons, electric heaters are used to bring the DHW storage temperature up to 60 °C.
Net installed powers of most of the devices are known and it is possible to get a rough
estimation of the maximal capacity of the pilot site. The aggregated total heat pump
demand can go up to 217 kWe operating in DHW production mode while only 151 kWe in
heating mode. Those values are highly dependent on the operating conditions
(temperatures, mass flow). However, after checking the heat pumps at the pilot site only 9
of the 14 heat pumps, corresponding to 11 power stages, can be controlled. For four of the
others (green/white stripe in Table 4) monitoring is possible. Some tests still need to be
performed in order to determine if they can be controlled by “faking” the measurements
(further explained in section 4.3).
Electric heaters are mainly used for sanitary reasons (e.g. to bring the storage temperature
over 60 °C to kill legionella) and to ensure that DHW is always available (if the heat pump
is not sufficient). Their aggregated installed power is close to 176 kWe but only 83.7 kWe is
controllable through the heat pump. They could provide an interesting flexibility as they
can be switched on and off by a control signal, without any internal constraints. Other
devices such as circulation and distribution pumps represent a smaller but still significant
electricity demand (< 50 kWe) and need to be taken into consideration if possible. There is
neither on-site electricity production nor storage and it is not planned to be implemented
anytime in the near future.

4.1.2 Measurements
A sensor for outside temperature and between one and up to two temperature sensors per
storage tank are installed. Temperature, pressure and flow meter sensors in the
distribution system leaving the storage tanks and the heat pumps and returning from the
heat distribution system in the buildings are installed, as well as on the district heating
network side. Temperature and mass flow from the geothermal probes are also available.
However there are no temperature sensors in the individual apartments or the floor
distribution systems itself. Temperature sensors to measure indoor temperature at nonintrusive places will be installed during the project. Most buildings at the pilot site are
equipped with an electricity meter for measuring the aggregated electricity consumption
of the entire building.

4.1.3 Current control system
The whole thermal system is currently “controlled in cascade” by the 15 heat pumps
connected to the thermal network and works in reaction to thermal demand of the
building. When the temperatures of the DHW storage and the buffer tank drop below their
respective lower limits the heat pumps switch on until upper limits of temperature are
reached. Three-port diverter valves separate the DHW and the water for heating. Priority
is given to DHW production. A three-way mixing valve between the departure and the
return of the heating distribution system in the building guarantees the respect of the set
point supply temperature at the depart of the distribution system. The set point supply
temperature is typically computed following a heating curve (Figure 18), function of the
outdoor temperature with an energy signature slope specific to the building thermal
characteristics.
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Figure 18: Example of heating curves for a building with Energy Signature slope (k =1
ℎ𝑠
threshold temperature (𝑇𝑡𝑟
=18 °C)(Girardin, 2012)

𝑊
𝑚2 °𝐶

) and heating

The mass flow, at the evaporator side of the heat pump, from the low temperature heating
network is controlled by a circulation valve to ensure a ∆𝑇 of 4 °C between departure and
return. On the other side of the heat pump (compressor), the mass flow between the HP
and the storage tank is either zero or equal to a constant (fixed speed circulation pump).
The mass flow in the building’s distribution system is also constant. When the heat pump is
switched off, different internal control procedures, mostly on the internal cycle (pressure,
temperature, time) can block the reactivation of the heat pump for a period of time to
avoid operating failure.
The pressure drop between departing and returning pipes is measured at one end of the
network. When its value drops below 1.2 bar due to the heat pumps running, the
circulation pump of the network placed at the end of the return pipes switch on. Although
two circulation pumps are installed in parallel, only one can be operated at a time to
always guarantee a pressure difference higher than 1.2 bar with respect to the flow limits
inside the main pipes (30 m3/h - 120 m3/h). A drop of the LT network’s temperature leads
to the start of the two geothermal probes (15 kWe each).

4.2

Actors and roles in the use cases with key characteristics

The thermal and electrical energy systems are managed by two different stakeholders.
EnAlpin owns and operates the LT network of Naters. Although EnAlpin is also an electricity
provider, the electricity provider of the neighbourhood and the town of Naters is EnBAG.
Both are not directly participating in Sim4Blocks project but they might take part in some
use cases which will be presented below. Elimes (Lauber Iwisa) is in charge of the planning
and maintenances of the LT network. For the Sim4blocks project, they are installing the
gateways and an online platform which will be used to propose DR services. HES-SO will
play the role of the cluster manager.
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The Transmission System Operator (TSO) SwissGrid is responsible for all transaction in
Swiss electricity markets. No direct interaction between the Naters pilot site and the TSO
is planned in this project. At a lower level, Distribution System Operators (DSO) are
responsible for balancing the electricity at local scale. The DSO for the town of Naters is
EnBAG. Naters pilot site could offer DR services to different DSO from the canton of Valais.
REstore, partner of Sim4Blocks project, will/may play the role of an aggregator and
control the pilot site of Naters as one of its assets.
Buildings’ owners, mostly inhabitants, are the owners of their heating system (heat pumps,
storage tank, etc.). As with all the use cases defined within Sim4Blocks project, the Naters
pilot site, includes a modification of the control over the heat pumps, the consent of the
building’s owners is required. However, the inhabitant’s involvement for the Naters pilot
site is planned to be as minimal as possible. Feedback from them in terms of comfort will
be helpful for improving the models for the MPC controller but no automation on this
aspect is planned. The idea is to have a minimal impact on them, in terms of comfort and
implication, so that they do not see the difference with the actual system. Remuneration
methods to provide them with incentives still need to be defined. Inhabitant will not have
direct control on their heating devices, except manually through their radiator’s valves.

4.3

Use Case 1: Grid services at local scale

Local grid services can be offered either (1) to the balance group or (2) to the local
distribution system operator (DSO). In the first case the flexibility offered by the site can
be provided to dampen discrepancies from the predicted load profile sent to the TSO and
therefore penalties to be paid for this discrepancy. In the second case the flexibility can
be used by the local DSO either to (a) dampen discrepancies from the profiles
communicated to the balance group responsible, or (b) also to stabilize the local network
e.g. in the case of significant renewable energy injection.
The stakeholders involved are:
Cluster Manager: A service provider at local scale operating, indirectly or directly,
a pool of demand and/or supply facilities to sell multiple loads as single units. It
can interact with aggregators or directly with the local DSO
DSO: A responsible for the exploitation and maintenance of the electricity
distribution grid and for ensuring the quality of the supply at local scale
Buildings’ owners: Owners of the building energy system and inhabitants
The LT network owner and heat provider

4.3.1 Control strategy
The optimization strategy foreseen for the Naters pilot site relies on the ability to
dynamically control, on a minute-based or quarter-hour based period, the thermoelectrical devices (heat pump, electrical heaters) as well as the heat distribution system
(pumps, valves). Centralized control considering all buildings within one optimization
problem will be used on top of the current local controller. DR services will be offered
through the aggregation of buildings. This choice is motivated by the small amount of
controllable loads per buildings (per building: one HP, two electrical heaters, one valves)
and the connection of all 13 buildings to a thermal network (circulation pump).
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Heat pumps in Naters are single-stage or two-stage water-water HP with no variable speed
compressor. The dynamics (internal and external) are complex but their control framework
are rather simple. When the temperatures of the DHW storage or the heat buffer tank
(sink) drop below their respective lower limits the circulation pumps of the primary and
secondary network starts. After less than a minute, heat pumps switch on until the upper
limits of temperature are reached. In heating mode the HP’s operation depends on the
external temperature, the departure and return temperature of the heat buffer tank and
on a heating curve specific to the building. The electricity consumption is fairly constant
and increases proportionally with the inlet temperature at the condenser. However the
conversion from power to thermal heat follows a slower ramp-up before reaching the
maximum output. Same as the electricity consumption, the conversion efficiency also
depends on the temperatures at the source (thermal network) and the sink (buffer tank).
In order to switch on the heat pump on site, when required, two methods were identified
as possible solutions and will be tested:
1.

Dynamically change the measurements by “faking” the sensors’ values of external and
storage temperature of the heat pump. In order to “fake” the value, a microcontroller
is used to change the voltage of the analogue signal that the thermo-electrical device
controller receives as input, instead of the one send by the temperature sensor. This
solution is easy to implement but might be confronted to two issues; (a) the use of
average temperature by the local internal controller instead of single temperature
value and (b) the risk to override security alarms for the storage tank temperature.
2. Dynamically change the set-point temperature (buffer tank, DHW tank) and increase
the slope of the heat curve (see Figure 18) in the HP’s local controller. The fastest and
most reliable solution is to increase the set-point temperature of the DHW tanks as it
has the highest priority for the HP’s controller. Most of modern HPs also have a DHW
preparation mode that can be used to trigger the production up to the set value.
However this solution is limited in time, until the maximum temperature is reached,
because DHW tank is an “end-storage”. The energy cannot be exchanged further
without DHW demand in contrast to the buffer tank for heating where the energy can
be shifted to the building, which is also considered as an “end-storage”.

To turn off the heat pump on site, two methods were identified as possible solutions:
1. A switch (on to off) can be use dynamically only to turn off the heat pump. This is the
easiest and preferred solution to be implemented. Set-point temperature should also
be changed back afterwards to avoid a restart of the heat pump after a precautionary
shut-down time.
2. Dynamically change the set-point temperature (buffer tank, DHW tank) and decrease
the slope of the heat curve, Figure 18) in the HPs’ local controller by bringing them
back to previous or lower values.
In order to use the thermal capacity of the building as a storage and increase the potential
of the energy system to provide DR service, the heat distribution between the buffer tank
and the building needs to be controlled through a three-way valve by dynamically changing
the set-point of the heat supply temperature.
The market, the TSO or the DSO do not need to know the detailed state of all the system.
Only the aggregated potential in terms of power and duration is required in order to make
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a bid: “At time t, I promise to reduce/increase the power consumed P (kWe) for a duration
d if incentives i are greater than CHF/kWe”. If a DSO is involved, he might be interested by
the general state of the system (empty, full, charging, discharging). Depending on the type
of DR services, the DSO send a signal to the centralized control of Naters. It can take the
form of a load curve to follow for a certain duration, defined the day-ahead or an up-down
power signal sent at undetermined time during a day.

4.3.2 Technical solution
As mentioned in the control strategy, data-points and set-point controls need to be
measured and changed dynamically. The heat pump collects data from the storage tanks
and external temperature data through sensors. In order to dynamically control the energy
system, the heat pumps and their states, variables and data are collected via a gateway
(networking hardware) which interacts with the native control units of the heat pumps by
performing the required protocol conversions. They are capable of collecting, processing
and exporting data from the plants’ controllers (HP, distribution pump) to a cloud-based
platform (EnergyOn®) and vice versa. Gateways have limited internal intelligence able to
compute an embedded optimal control strategy. However, due to the presence of internal
storage for time series data, they are able to collect data and provide control signal for a
small period of time, based on previous optimization, if connection is lost with the central
controller. The central controller does not send, through the gateway, only the next
optimal control step value but a sequence of optimal control steps. Other main devices
(e.g. circulation pump) will be equipped with the same system in order to collect and send
data to control them, offering more flexibility depending on the services proposed.
The EnergyOn® platform developed by Misurio, a sister company of Elimes, provides a user
interface, connects external applications and tools, and stores data while ensuring
communication and security protocols. The platform architecture is described in Figure 30,
section 8.3.3 of appendix A3: Naters pilot site. More details on the gateway and the
platform regarding their structure and communication protocol will be further assessed in
upcoming deliverables (D1.4: “Report on technology transferability to partners’
countries”, D2.3: “Building thermal prediction and comparison of different modelling
approaches /thermal demand models” and D4.4: “Implementations success report”).
A few sensors (temperature, flow) may be installed inside the buildings. Temperature
sensor installation at non-intrusive locations of the buildings is planned and will be
completed in the near future. The number of temperature sensors and the locations in the
building will be decided based on the detail required in the models for control.
Temperature and thermal behavior of the building will be estimated, at each time step,
based on in/out temperature of the buffer and storage tank plus some building
temperature measurements. Ensuring an acceptable level of user comfort will remain a
key constraint for all the services investigated.
Meteorological data is available through local measurements taken at the ELIMES offices
which are close to the buildings and meteorological data made available from the Swiss
meteorological offices. From this, the hourly external temperature data, solar irradiation
data, cloud cover, relative humidity, precipitation data etc. will retrieved. More details
can be found through the websites of the Swiss meteorological offices (Office fédéral de la
météorologie et de la climatologie MétéoSuisse, n.d.) or multi-model weather sites like
meteoblue (Meteoblue, n.d.). Those data will be used directly as predictions in the model
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predictive control (MPC), if possible, or used to compute and update predictions for lower
time steps in the MPC.
To ensure and certify the traceability of the DR services offered, the consumption/power
of the controllable devices need to be measure in order to assess the difference between
what is planned and what the energy system is doing. For four systems, separate electrical
meters for the heat pump will be installed. For nine other systems the consumption/power
measurements of the HP are aggregated with the buildings electric meters.

4.3.3 Algorithm and optimization techniques
The optimization approach foreseen for the Naters pilot site in this use case will rely on
MPC, which will be operating on top of a local controller. MPC is an advanced control
technique developed and used in industry for the past decades before gaining interest in
fields such as building control, petrochemical distillation and refining etc. (Maciejowski,
2002). The control problem is defined by:
An objective, often to be minimized
An internal system model, describing the system behaviour in order to predict it
A set of constraints on the inputs, the outputs and the systems states that have to
be satisfied
If possible, a linearized, discrete-time, state-space model for the controller will be used
ensuring that the problem is convex (has a solution) and is faster to converge:

xk
yk

1

A xk
C xk

1

B u u k B w wk
D ek

[9]

with xk being the state space vector (e.g. room temperature and wall temperature), uk the
control input vector (e.g. switch for the HPs, pumps or electric heaters), wk the
uncontrollable disturbances (e.g. external temperature, internal gains and solar radiation)
at step k, yk the observable response (e.g. room temperature, electric consumption) und ek
the uncontrollable noise (e.g. metering, forecast and models’ errors) of the system and A,
Bu, Bw, C and D the corresponding matrices (e.g. thermal resistance, thermal capacity,
mass flow, etc.).
The receding horizon strategy, means that a new optimal control strategy is defined over a
moving horizon N at each time step, introducing feedback in the control. The control
algorithm can be described as the five following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Solve the optimization problem defined over a control horizon N (closed-loop)
Obtain the sequence, for the entire planning window N, of the planned control actions
Apply only the first control action on the system
Measure the results and use feedback techniques
Repeat the procedure

The main strengths of MPC and the reasons for its growing attention in academia are owing
to its faculty to easily handle multivariable control problem with complex objectives, to
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take account of the actuator limitations and most importantly to operate closer to the
constraints allowing to increase performances.
Four main challenges have to be taken into account when implementing MPC and are
intensively addressed in research (Borrelli, Bemporad, & Morari, 2015).
1. Feasibility: The optimization problem may become infeasible at some future time
step, i.e. there does not exist a control sequence satisfying all the constraints
2. Stability: Closed-loop stability, i.e. convergence is not guaranteed
3. Robustness: Closed-loop systems are not robust against uncertainties or disturbances,
i.e. the optimization problem is feasible but disturbances drives the system outside the
feasible limits
4. Implementation: The optimization problem needs to be solved in “real-time”, i.e.
within the sampling time of the system
There exist several ways to tackle uncertainty and disturbances for closed-loop MPC using
pre-stabilization, tube MPC or even nominal MPC with noise. Nominal MPC with noise relies
on the idea to ignore the noise in the optimization formulation and hope the system works.
It is often used for building control as it is simple to be applied, it is usually effective and
robustness is not so much an issue. Robust MPC formulation (e.g. tube MPC) compensates
for noise in prediction (internal gains, solar radiation, external temperature) to ensure all
constraints will be met at any time. It allows also to tune the trade-off between robustness
and performances. In the case of tube MPC, the available control authority is separated
into parts: (1) a tracking controller to keep the “real” trajectory close the nominal noisefree system (offline), (2) a portion that compensates for the deviation of the previous
system (online). Further explanation can be found in (Mayne, Seron, & Rakovic, 2005). This
implies that the system models and associated constraints are carefully defined for each
use case. Too many constraints and discretisations will require long computation times.
This is not ideal with the limited time available in the use case where interaction with the
aggregator/balance group is imperative.
The controller framework on top of the local controller will consist of two and up to three
hierarchical levels of control (1) scheduling, (2) load tracking and (3) power load regulation
depending on the DR services implied as presented in Figure 19. At each time step,
depending on the type of DR services, a Mixed Integer Linear Programming problem (MILP)
is solved to provide a control strategy over a defined horizon period (N). The first input of
the resulting control law is applied to the system until the next time step when a new
control strategy is defined.
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Figure 19: Hierarchical centralized control for the Naters pilot site

The scheduling is used to plan the DR service and to propose a bid to the DSO by solving a
mixed integer linear multi-period robust optimization problem a day or a week-ahead. All
the buildings and the DERs (Distributed Energy Resources) including heat pumps, LTnetwork) and storages on the site are modelled for the purpose of solving the control
problem. The objective of this problem is to determine the power reserve capacities
{𝑅𝑑,𝑘 , 𝑅𝑢,𝑘 }, the down and up power reserve respectively that the aggregated energy
system of the Naters pilot site can reliably offer to the DSO while striking a balance
between user discomfort and maximum returns. Because of the long horizon of prediction
(day, week), resulting in high uncertainties on weather and consumer demand predictions,
it is assumed that the system lies in a set that can be described in some quantitative way.
The robust optimization formulation ensures reliability in the worst case scenario; when all
power reserve requests are maximum. It can lead to very conservative solutions but by
relaxing the number of times that the power reserve is at worse case (maximum value),
more flexibility can be achieved but with a slightly less reliability. Robust optimization
ensures that some performance specification is met by the designed feedback system for a
specified range of model variations and noise signals.
The load tracking (e.g. flexible load) controller is implemented as a robust MPC coupled
with a Kalman filter that runs every 15-30 minutes. It is used to either follow a load curve
given by the DSO or to minimize the operating cost while ensuring occupant comfort, as a
temperature band constraint, and power reserve capacity computed by the scheduler. In
the second case the power reserves {𝑅𝑑,𝑘 , 𝑅𝑢,𝑘 } are known and used as soft constraints.
The power load controller is implemented as a deterministic MPC with simpler models for
the buildings and storage tank to ensure fast computation time. It requires fast response,
by minimizing the computational effort, reliability and stability. The goal of this controller
is to respond to a change of power consumption required by the DSO within 30 seconds and
track the load signal for 15 minutes by running an MPC on a minute-based (less than 5
minutes). It mainly controls the circulation pumps’ pressure drop such that the pumps’
power help to follow the regulation signal. Heat pump start and stop as well as electric
heaters’ switches are controlled.
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4.4 Use Case 2: Power capacity (flexibility offered to an
aggregator)
National grid services can be offered either (1) directly on national or international
electricity markets or (2) through a third party (aggregator, DSO) bidding on those
markets. In the first case, a certification is required, ensuring that a certain volume of
services is available and reliable. Present-day electricity market regulations do not allow a
pilot site of the size of Naters to directly participate in national markets. In order to tackle
the “certification problem”, an intermediary is required. Aggregators manage and control
multiple dispatched units (see Figure 29, section 8.3.2 of appendix 8.3) and are able to
obtain a certification. They operate at different grid levels, in different geographical
regions (local up to national) and on different electricity markets.
For this use case, the stakeholders involved are:
A Cluster Manager (CM)
An aggregator
The buildings’ owners
The LT network owner and heat provider
Demand Response through aggregation is available to most of Swiss ancillary services. Main
regulatory constraints have been removed enabling the participation of aggregators into
these markets. However, a study conducted by the Swiss TSO (Swissgrid, 2015) has pointed
out several regulatory and market barriers. There exists, for example, no tariff-related
incentives, creating a conflict of interest between the involved stakeholders (independent
aggregator-customers-DSO). More transparency on “real-time” flexibility demand is
required as well as changes in the electricity pricing system for end-customers; using for
example market-based price signals. This is mandatory to ensure economic efficiency
(“state in which every resource is optimally allocated to serve each individual or entity in
the best way”) of the DR services.
The primary reserve market for Switzerland has weekly bidding intervals and requires
reserving at least ±1 MW capacity band for use on demand by the Transmission System
Operator (TSO) with a full activation time of at most 30 seconds. This DR service will not
be implemented at Naters because of the high start-up inertia and slower dynamics of the
energy system on-site. Indeed standard heat pumps cannot be switched on/off within the
30 seconds requirement.
The secondary reserve market for Switzerland has weekly bidding intervals and requires
reserving at least ±5 MW symmetric capacity band for use on demand by the TSO. During
the following week, the bidder receives a control signal requiring a reaction within 30
seconds, at most 5 minutes for full activation and for a total duration of 15 minutes. The
secondary reserve market will provide incentives to the aggregator (for requested increase
or decrease), which will reduce the electricity price to zero or even below, but these
incentives are very volatile at unpredictable times and intervals. Today the incentives paid
for the capacity (MW) promised, dominates all the payments. This market presents
conditions that seem to be affordable for the considered energy system. Heat pumps are
expected, with the support of storage electrical heaters, to fulfill the requirements in
terms of latency (delay before a change in response is observed) and call duration.
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The manual frequency restoration reserve (Tertiary reserve) is mostly similar to the
secondary reserve except that reserve products do not need to be symmetric and that
activation requests are sent by mail or phone (Consentec, 2014) and for longer time
periods. This reserve needs to be completely activated within 15 minutes and last for at
least one hour (up to a maximum of four hours). Participation in those markets, due to
their long auction periods (weekly based), results in restrictions on the rest of DR services.
This market could also be targeted by using the high inertia of the buildings but the
performances will depend on the storage volumes and the ability to efficiently control heat
transfer between the different storage parts of the system (thermal network, storage tank
and buildings).
Alternative DR Services could play a role in whole-sale market regrouping two major
markets: day-ahead auction (discrete) and intra-day trade (continuous), but currently
there is no DR participation in those markets in Switzerland. For the first market, auctions
are made the day before for a bid size of 0.1 MW and schedules need to be submitted to
the TSO. For the intra-day market, electricity is continuously traded (bid of 0.1 MW) and
final schedules need to be submitted to the TSO until 45 minutes before delivery time. The
price range for intra-day market bids is higher than for the day-ahead market.

4.4.1 Control strategy
The control strategy foreseen for this use case relies on the same principles and techniques
presented in section 4.3.1, with the introduction of another centralized layer of control.
DR services will be offered through the aggregation of buildings via a technical aggregator
(cluster manager) and a commercial aggregator (further referred as “aggregator”). The
optimization strategy at the commercial aggregator level is not evaluated here, but the
data communication between a cluster manager and an aggregator in terms of model
requirements, data and rate of exchange (throughput) will be addressed here, because it
will serve as a base of the definition of the optimization problem at the cluster manager
level. A Domain-Specific Language (DSL) has been created towards this purpose as part of
D7.6 (“Domain-Specific Language for DR business services”).
A contract between an aggregator and an asset (cluster manager) could take the following
form: “At time t, I promise to reduce/increase the power consumed p (kWe) for a duration
d if incentives i are greater than CHF/kWe”. The flexibility (up/down-reserve) is measured
against the baseline consumption, impacted by preceding day’s consumption and
meteorological conditions. Therefore, energy efficient operation results in lower DR
income. Before the bidding closure, the aggregator needs to assess the reserve capacity
that the controlled pool of assets can reliably provide to the TSO or to the DSO. The four
steps of an aggregator-cluster manager “transactional” control framework are given in
Figure 21.

4.4.2 Technical solution
The technical solution will be the same as presented in section 4.3.2 with the difference
that data will be exchanged automatically and in “real time” between the cluster manager
and the aggregator. An interface and a communication protocol is being defined between
the two entities as part of the work done in WP7.
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The overall control scheme for this use case is presented Figure 20.The control system can
be split in three subsystems: (1) the optimization tool (cluster manager), (2) the online
platform with database, where the data are stored, and (3) the on-site devices.

Figure 20: Control scheme on buildings' cluster level (Naters)

4.4.3 Algorithm and optimization techniques
The optimization approach foreseen for Naters pilot site in this use case will rely on a
three levels optimization (A, B and C) described in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Control and optimization framework between the aggregator and the cluster manager (Naters)

This use case and the associated steps utilise the Domain-Specific Language (DSL) created
as part of D7.6 of Sim4blocks. At the beginning of the time-period, the aggregator queries
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the cluster manager on the states and the expected system states for a period of up to 6
hours. This results in the scheduling optimization at the cluster manager level.
The cluster manager will rely on the reserve scheduling optimization defined as a mixed
integer linear multi-period robust optimization problem. These are used to create traces of
the power reserve capacities while trying to maximise revenue from the market, with
minimum discomfort or risk of failure of the devices. Similar to the previous use case, the
entire system consisting of buildings, heat pumps, storage devices and the LT-network are
modelled. The optimization is used to determine the power reserve capacities {𝑅𝑑,𝑘 , 𝑅𝑢,𝑘 }
that the aggregated energy system of the Naters pilot site can reliably offer to the
aggregator. At this level, the problem formulation is disaggregated by building energy
system. An aggregator has usually to respond in a linear way to frequency deviation.
Therefore an aggregator will try to pull out the flexibility of a building in a linear way.
This has been envisioned through two possible methods. The first one detailed in D7.6,
entails the sending and receiving of energy traces for the period requested with associated
costs. The second option is a model-based communication strategy between the
commercial aggregator and the cluster manager. The scheduling problem and its optimal
solution {𝑅𝑑,𝑘 , 𝑅𝑢,𝑘 } are converted into a low order mixed-linear state space model (2 to 3
states), with respective state and input constraints, and communicated to the aggregator
in an agreed modelling language for describing optimization data, variables, objectives,
and constraints. If the cluster manager has no flexibility to offer for the next period, this
information is translated either into the cost function (very high cost) or into the
constraints themselves.
At aggregator level, the conveyed traces/models are used for a portfolio optimization
using machine learning techniques (e.g. reinforcement learning). Details of the
optimization strategy at the aggregator level will not be presented in this report as it
differs from one aggregator to another and as it is not in the scope of this work package.
Based on the information transacted and the resultant negotiation between the cluster
manager and the aggregator (as per D7.6), a profile to be followed by the cluster manager
is agreed.
This leads to the third level, which is implemented as a tracking MPC. This will be
operated on top of a local controller. Here, the controller goal is to dispatch the control
actions over the cluster of buildings such that the system response (load curve Pk) stay the
closest to the requested load curve Pref,k from the aggregator and the operating costs are
minimized. A discrepancy of 10% between the requested action and the undertaken one is
tolerated. If no flexibility is requested by the aggregator, the tracking MPC tracks the
nominal power defined by the scheduling as the optimal load curve in order to maximize
the flexibility of the whole pilot site until a new scheduling is defined.

4.5

Use Case 3: Minimization of costs/overall energy consumption

The objective of this use case is to use model predictive control to optimally control the
system in order to reduce the overall energy consumption or the operating cost of the
overall system. The monitoring of devices could also help to predict when maintenance
should be performed. Instead of performing maintenance at scheduled points in time, the
equipment’s present condition is measured and future working conditions predicted, thus
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allowing for the reduction of the number of shutdowns and maintenance operations before
inefficient performances sets in, reducing the operating cost. This use case objective may
be in contradiction with the two previous use cases offering DR services but will
nevertheless be investigated to compare the advantages /disadvantages of DR services
offered by blocks of buildings.
For this use case, the stakeholders involved are:
A cluster manager
The buildings’ owners
The LT network owner and heat provider

4.5.1 Control strategy
The control strategy foreseen for this use case relies on the same principles and techniques
presented in section 4.3.1, with or without a dynamic connection with a DSO. The main
difference is that no aggregation nor disaggregation of the control signal is required. As
reaction and activation time are not an issue in this use case, the electric heaters will not
be extensively used, as it might be, for the two other use cases.

4.5.2 Technical solution
The technical solution will be the same as presented in section 4.3.2 with the difference
being that the connection with an aggregator or a DSO is no longer mandatory. The
constraints on the data exchange rate can be relaxed.

4.5.3 Algorithm and optimization techniques
The optimization approach foreseen for the Naters pilot site in this use case will rely again
on MPC with the difference that only one level of control will be applied. The objective
function of the controller will be either to minimize the energy consumption or the
operating cost of the entire controllable energy system while attempting to minimize user
discomfort. For this type of economic MPC, several implementations can be used including
night setbacks or variable costs.
Night setback is a widely used technique of reducing the energy consumption in
commercial and residential building. It consists of using time-varying comfort constraints
by relaxing them during night period compared to day period when the constraints are set
more tightly. Compared to traditional rule-based control with night-setbacks using a clock
switch, MPC is able to foresee night-setback and adapt its control accordingly in advance.
The electricity and heat price for the Naters pilot site is based on a seasonal tariff system:
fixed energy price corrected at the end of the season based on a yearly index factor. In an
open market, a real-time billing system based on predictive behavior could allow the
electricity distributor to offer the best tariffs to the customers. Economic MPC can be
designed to account from this variation in the energy prices and to shift the demand in
order to minimize the total energy consumption cost. The variable energy price could be
predefined for the control period as an agreement between the energy provider and the
customer, leading to a linear cost function, or unknown over the control period, yielding a
bilinear cost function.
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5 Conclusion
This deliverable describes how the infrastructure present on each of the project’s pilot
sites will be operated to meet the objectives proper to each use case identified in Work
Package 1 (WP1): “Specification and use cases for building block DR strategies”. The use
cases studied in the Sim4Blocks project cover a broad horizon of potential demand
response services, ranging from user behaviour change through incentives to automatic
control at a decentralised (building) level and at a centralised (blocks of buildings) level.
These choices result from technical constraints present at each site and, to a lesser
extent, from actual regulatory or market constraints regarding DR in each country.
Also the energy technologies present at the different pilot sites cover a broad range of
applications commonly found in residential buildings throughout Europe from power-toheat conversion technologies (e.g. heat pumps, direct electrical heaters), networks (e.g.
district heating network, gas and electrical grid), types of storage (e.g. heat storage and
electric battery) and renewable energy production technologies (e.g. biomass boilers and
photovoltaic panels). The pilot sites are different but nevertheless share some common
features (e.g. heat pumps and district heating in both Switzerland and Germany, solar
thermal in both Germany and Spain).
The optimization methodologies foreseen for the different use cases also cover a variety of
approaches. While the German pilot site will rely on heuristic methods to provide nearoptimal control through several simulation runs, the Swiss and Spanish pilot sites plan to
use model predictive control. These two different approaches rely both on models with
high levels of detail for the simulation-based approach and simplified linear models (RC
model) for convex optimization. Data-driven approaches, which have gained a lot of
attention recently, will also be implemented in the St. Cugat pilot site to forecast resident
behaviour and external perturbations (e.g. temperature, solar radiation). The energy
management approaches foreseen will be based on either one or two-way communication
between the actors involved (e.g. reaction to price changes or “transactional” control
between a cluster manager and an aggregator) and the decision will be taken either locally
or centrally (e.g. to optimize self-consumption at building level, and / or portfolio
optimization at the cluster manager level).
The diversity of technologies present on the pilot sites, of DR services considered and of
optimization approaches adopted for optimal control will provide the partners with the
opportunity to compare different methodologies amongst themselves and the
circumstances under which these they are most effective. On one hand this will inform
them on the effectiveness of the approaches considered, on the other hand it will provide
valuable insight concerning the reproducibility of the approaches for offering DR services
at other sites and in other countries.
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6 Acronyms and terms
Acronyms
aFRR
CHP
CM
COP
DHI
DHW
DNI
DR
DSO
EER
EWMA
FRR
GAM
GHI
HP
HVAC
kWe
kWp
kWth
kWh
LT
MAP
MILP
ML
MPC
Pmax
PV
RC
SC
SH
SOC
SQL
TSO
VM
WP

Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves
Combined Heat and Power
Cluster Manager
Coefficient Of Performance
Diffuse Horizontal Irradiance
Domestic Hot Water
Direct Normal Irradiance
Demand Response
Distribution System Operator
Energy Efficiency Rate
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
Frequency Restoration Reserve
Generalized Additive Model
Global Horizontal Irradiance
Heat Pump
Heating Ventilation and Cooling
Kilowatt electric
Kilowatt peak
Kilowatt thermal
Kilowatt-hour
Low Temperature
Maximum A Posteriori
Mixed Integer Linear Programming
Maximum Likelihood
Model Predictive Control
Maximal electric Power
Photovoltaic
Resistance and Capacitor
Space Cooling
Space Heating
State Of Charge
Structured Query Language
Transmission System Operator
Virtual Machine
Work Package

Equation terms

Q sto
Q hp

Actual energy in the water storage tank

[kWhth]

Thermal energy delivered by the heat pump (heating or cooling )

[kWhth]

Q cons

Thermal energy consumption due to space heating & cooling uses

[kWhth]

Qloss

Lost energy due to the temperature difference between the storage tank
and the outdoors
[kWhth]
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C sto

Thermal capacity of the water storage tank

Tsto

Homogeneous storage tank temperature

Q hp

Heating/cooling element input thermal power

[kWth]

Q̂ cons

Estimated SH and cold power consumption

[kWth]

U sto

Overall heat transfer coefficient U

A sto

Contact area of the storage tank

T̂a

Estimated external temperature
[K]
Diffusion or noise terms of the grey box models driven by Brownian motion
Electricity price in the day ahead market
[CHF/kWh]
Electric power consumed by the heat pump
[kWe]
Time step
[h]
Down power reserve capacities
[kWe]
Up power reserve capacities
[kWe]

t

ck
Pk

t
𝑅𝑑
𝑅𝑢

d

t

[J/K]
[K]

[W/(m2K)]
[m2]
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8 Appendices
Further information is described in related background documents:
Appendix A1: St Cugat pilot site (D3.1-A1; publicly available on the project website).
Appendix A2: Wüstenrot pilot site (D3.1-A2; publicly available on the project website).
Appendix A3: Naters pilot site (D3.1-A3; publicly available on the project website).

8.1

A1: St Cugat pilot site

8.1.1 Schematic representation of the smart metering of La Clota building
The schematic of the monitoring equipment and how they connect with the gateway and
subsequently to the controller/cluster manager for the St. Cugat pilot site is presented in
Figure 22.

Figure 22: Smart meter and electrical data collection structure in the La Clota building

The main technical features of these electricity smart meters are:
Single phase residential meter
Nominal voltage: 230 V
Frequency: 50Hz
Nominal reference current: 5 A
Maximum current: 65 A
Minimal current: 250 mA
Communication port: RS-485
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8.1.2 State of the art: forecasting approaches for buildings’ energy consumption
In the optimization strategy to be developed within the use cases of Sim4Blocks project,
several forecasted inputs are included within the ordinary differential equations. These
input terms are the space heating consumption of the buildings 𝑄̂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 and the outdoor
temperature 𝑇̂𝑎 . The outdoor temperature forecasting will be obtained from national
meteorological services, therefore, no new developments will come from this side.
However, in the case of the forecasting of the space heating/cooling loads of offices,
commercial premises and residential buildings, new approaches will be implemented in the
project. In literature, many different methodologies for heat load forecasting of residences
can be found. A good overview of references are given by (Mestekemper, 2011). Starting
from the simplest models, (Dotzauer, 2002) developed a model based on the ambient
temperature and a weekly pattern for forecasting the heat load of district heating
network. The heat load was an aggregated load of all the individual households. The model
had a very simple construction, yet predictions from it were comparable with those from
more sophisticated methods. From this paper it can be concluded that the heat load
summed for many houses has less frequency variations, due to the averaging effects,
compared to a single household heat load forecasting. (Bacher & Madsen, 2011) suggested
a procedure for the identification of suitable models for the modelling of the heat
dynamics of single buildings. This procedure is designed to be used with grey box models
based on prior physical knowledge and data-driven modelling. These models define a set of
differential equations, which are transformed into stochastic differential equations, and
identify the unknown parameters through a stochastic optimization process. This kind of
grey-box models achieve high levels of accuracy as long as it is possible to provide
monitored data of the indoor temperature.
Another similar approach, based on non-stochastic grey box models, was developed by
(Good, Zhang, Navarro-Espinosa, & Mancarella, 2015), who obtained a high resolution
domestic multi-energy model comprised by physically based resistance and capacitors
models (RC) with the indoor temperature as the state space variable. Besides these greybox models, (Bacher, Madsen, Nielsen, & Perers, 2013) developed a forecasting model
based on adaptive linear time-series models using the ambient temperature, the global
solar radiation and the wind speed as inputs. A computationally efficient recursive least
squares scheme was used. The results showed that the one-step ahead errors are close to
white noise and that practically all correlation to the climate variables were removed.
Furthermore, the results show that the forecasting errors were mainly related to
unpredictable high frequency variations in the heat load signal, shifts in the resident
behaviour patterns and uncertainty of the weather forecasts for longer horizons, especially
for solar radiation. From these experiences, it should be highlighted that the user
behaviour is a critical issue for the forecasting of the heat loads in the residential housing
sector.
In the case of commercial buildings, the user behaviour of individual persons is also very
difficult to predict and to be included in the data-driven forecasting models. However, in
these buildings, the user behaviour effect can be analysed as a group of building occupants
and trends and patterns can be extracted from long-term observational data, as
highlighted by (Mahdavi & Pröglhöf, 2009). Moreover, such trends and patterns show, in
many instances, significant relationships with the measurable indoor and outdoor
environmental parameters. For the last years, several data-driven techniques, able to
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include these predicting patterns of occupants, have been applied to forecast the heat
load of commercial buildings. (Idowu, Saguna, Åhlund, & Schelén, 2016) starts with a good
overview of several data-driven techniques, including black box and grey box models.
Furthermore, evaluation of several machine learning techniques is performed in this
research. Support vector machine, feed forward neural network, multiple linear regression
and regression tree models are analysed. The conclusions were similar to (Bacher et al.,
2013), since high forecast performances were achieved for buildings with regular patterns
of energy consumption and higher forecasting errors were found for those buildings with
unpredictable high frequency variations in the thermal load signal.
In this deliverable another family of data-driven techniques, based on Generalized Additive
Models (GAM) is proposed for the forecasting of the space heating loads of the offices
spaces in the St Cugat pilot site. These generalized additive models estimate the
relationship between load and the explanatory variables: temperatures, calendar
variables, etc. They were initially developed by (Hastie et al., 2001) and have been
successfully applied in the short-term prediction of electricity loads of commercial and
residential buildings (Nedellec, Cugliari, & Goude, 2014), (Pierrot & Goude, 2011), of the
French grid performance (Goude, Nedellec, & Kong, 2014).
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8.2

A2: Wüstenrot pilot site

8.2.1 Negative DR potential at building level for “Vordere Viehweide”
Negative DR results from an action either increasing the power consumption or decreasing
the electricity production of an energy system into the grid. A theoretical potential at
building level for use case 1 “Vordere Viehweide”, in kWe, is shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Negative DR potential Wüstenrot Use Case 1 “Vordere Viehweide”
Residential buildings negative DR

overall max. power heat pump [kW]
max. duration at overall heat pump max. power [min]
min duration at overall heat pump max. power [min]
overall max. power direct heating element [kW]
max. duration at overall direct heating element max. power [min]
min. duration at overall direct heating element max. power [min]

16,6
114,1
10,0
48,8
154,8
0,0

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 1
4,0
6,0
10,0
114,1

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 2
2,1
8,8
10,0
119,8

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 3
4,5
9,0
10,0
153,3

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 4
1,5
6,0
10,0
160,2

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 5
1,9
9,0
10,0
190,5

Building ID
max. power heat pump [kW]
max. power direct heating element [kW]
min. duration @Pmax [min]
max. duration @Pmax [min]

Building 6
2,6
10,0
10,0
194,6
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8.2.2 Positive DR potential at building level for “Vordere Viehweide”
Positive DR results from an action either decreasing the power consumption or increasing
the electricity production of an energy system into the grid. The theoretical potential at
building level for use case 1 “Vordere Viehweide”, in kWe, is shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Positive DR potential Wüstenrot Use Case 1 “Vordere Viehwide”
Residential buildings PV generation
overall max. power PV [kWp]
overall max. shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
overall max. infeed power from batt. when shifted or reduction of PV infeed [kW]
overall max. duration of infeed power from batt. when shifted or of reduction of PV infeed [min]

60
77,1
30,0
30,0
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 1
13,6
5
5
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 2
13,6
5
5
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 3
28,8
5
5
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 4
7,85
5
5
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 5
7,85
5
5
60

Building ID
max. power PV generator [kWp]
shiftable amount by battery storage [kWh]
max infeed power when shifted (battery to grid) [kW]
max. duration of max. infeed power [min]

Building 6
5,4
5
5
60
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8.2.3 Description of the applied genetic algorithm for building optimization
In the following the theoretical steps of the applied genetic algorithm are explained.
At the beginning, an initial population is randomly created. When only one variable is
used, each of the populations’ elements consists of a vector with the dimension 24x1. The
population then is represented by a matrix with 24 lines and a number of columns equal to
the number of elements in the population (Figure 23).
Intial Population Matrix
24xNumElements
Values of the first hour

Element i

Figure 23: Genetic algorithm: Population of one variable

Then the first iteration starts and passes all the elements of the initial population to the
building simulation.
For each result, the fitness function is calculated. If the objective function wants to be
minimized, the fitness function is defined with the following equation:

Ψ1 =

1
𝑓(𝑏1 )
1
∑𝑁
𝑗=1𝑓(𝑏 )
𝑗

[10]

If the objective function wants to be maximized, the fitness function is defined with the
following equation:
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𝑓(𝑏1 )

Ψ1 = ∑𝑁

𝑗=1 𝑓(𝑏𝑗 )

[11]

In the discussed case, the objective function is an error, and therefor has to be minimized.
After the calculation of the fitness for each element, a fitness functions vector with
dimension equal to the number of elements in the population is available as shown in
Figure 24.
24xNumElements

Fitness of element i
Figure 24: Genetic algorithm: Vector containing the fitness of the population

The genetic algorithm then creates a new population from the previous population.
Therefor first a cumulative of all the fitness vectors calculated needs to be created (see
Figure 25).
cumul ative
1
r2

Ψi

r1

s tri ng
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14
N

Figure 25: Genetic algorithm: Cumulative of the fitness functions

The process applied to extract elements from the cumulative is called selection. There has
a number of elements to be extracted, that corresponds to the number of elements in the
initial population.
Each element is chosen depending on a random number between 0 and 1. Figure 25 shows
the random number r1 that is extracted. It corresponds to an element of the initial
population (in the figure r1 corresponds to the fourth element of the initial population).
The selected elements are then used to build a new population by applying the genetic
operators crossover and /or mutation.
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The aim is to expand the set of analysed actions by creating new combinations that differ
from the present one.
Crossover Operator: In the described case, first only the crossover genetic operator was
used. This operator acts between two elements of the population only if a randomly
extracted number is higher than the crossover probability pc. When used, the position in
the two elements where the genetic operation is applied, is randomly chosen. Two parts of
the two elements are exchanged as shown in Figure 26.

Element 1
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20,9

22,8
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24,0

Element 2

25,1

20,5

26,3

22,4

21,8

23,3

25,6

24,4

23,2

25,5

24,8

23,8

21,6

24,8

22,5

23,3

23,1

21,5

26,2

Cnd cut position line

Start cut position line

Figure 26: Genetic algorithm: Crossover operating mode

Mutation Operator: The other genetic operator is mutation. It represents an exceptional
event in the natural reproduction of species. Like the crossover operator, it is utilized,
when a randomly generated number is higher than the mutation probability pm. When the
mutation operator is activated, one or more cells of the regarded element have a
mutation. E.g. if the value represents the set point temperature, the mutation could mean
an increase or a decrease of 1 K or 0.5. The cell that undergoes the mutation is also
randomly chosen (see also Figure 27).
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Figure 27: Genetic algorithm: Mutation operating mode
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8.3

A3: Naters pilot site

8.3.1 Schematic description of the Naters pilot site
A schematic of the energy system of the Naters pilot site is presented in Figure 28. The
site is composed of 13 buildings (12 are participating in Sim4Blocks project), connected to
a low temperature thermal network. All buildings are equipped with heat pumps and
thermal storages. The two buildings shown below symbolically represent the two types of
heating systems to be found in all 12 buildings.
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Figure 28: Schematic representation of the Naters pilot site (with two representative buildings)

8.3.2 Possible assets’ structure of a commercial aggregator
Actual electricity market regulations do not allow a cluster manager operating a pilot site
of the size of Naters to directly participate in national markets. Certifications are
required, ensuring that a certain volume of services are available and reliable. In order to
tackle the “certification problem”, an intermediary is required: a commercial aggregator.
A commercial aggregator is a service provider (supplier of electricity or not) operating,
indirectly or directly, a pool of demand and/or supply facilities to sell multiple loads as
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single units in the electricity markets. They operate at different voltage levels, in
different geographical regions (local up to national) and on different electricity markets.
Figure 29, presents a possible structure of the pool of assets of an aggregator. The assets
of a commercial aggregator can be either customers (end-users) or cluster managers
(technical aggregator). A demand unit is an indivisible set of installations possessing static
and flexible loads.

Commercial aggregator

Cluster Manager (CM1)

Demand Unit(D1) D2 D3 D4

CM2

D1 D2

Customer …

D1

CMN

D1 D2 D3

Figure 29: Pool of assets in contract with an aggregator. Structure of the hierarchy control

8.3.3 Online management platform
The EnergyOn® platform developed by Misurio, a sister company of Elimes, and used at the
Naters pilot site, provides a user interface, connects external applications and tools, and
stores data while ensuring communication and security protocols. The platform
architecture is described Figure 30.

Figure 30: EnergyOn IoT platform architecture and interface
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